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At the Last Meeting
Art Liestman
February’s meeting will be our first Annual
General Meeting at which we will elect officers.
Normally, the five officers are elected for a twoyear term. Since these are our first elections, we
will elect the President and Secretary for a twoyear term each while the Vice President,
Treasurer, and Member at Large will be elected
for a one-year term each. Thus, in the future,
there will be continuity as we replace only some
of the officers each year.
In addition to these elections, we will need a
volunteer to assist Neno Catania as the Instant
Gallery Manager. Neno will have to miss

several meetings during the coming year, so we
will need another member to share the job.
As we announced at the last meeting, Bonnie
Klein will be visiting us in April for a seminar
on the night of Friday, April 14th. In addition,
she will be teaching two hands-on classes on
Saturday, April 15th and on Sunday, April 16th.
A sign-up sheet for the hands-on classes was
circulated at the January meeting, and there are
still a few spaces left. The seminar and classes
will be held in Belcarra Village Hall. The
charge for the seminar is $20 if you pay at the
February or March meeting or $25 at the door.
The classes will be $110 per student per day
with all materials, tools, and lathes supplied.
Classes will be limited to a maximum of 8
students per day.
The Pacific Northwest Turning Symposium is to
be held May 4-6 in Everett, Washington at the
Howard Johnson Plaza Hotel and Convention
Center. The demonstrators will include Frank
Sudol, Lyle Jamieson, Michael Peterson, Dick
Sing, Bonnie Klein, and Martin Pidgen. The
attendance will be limited to 200. The cost to
attend all three days is US$160 if you register
before April 15 or US$180 at the door. For a
single day, the cost is US$80. Those of you
who signed up for their mailing list at the
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January meeting should be hearing from them
soon with more details. If you didn’t get to sign
up and want to be on their mailing list, contact
Earl St. Clair, Puget Sound Woodworking
Center, 2416 California Street, Everett, WA
98201.
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Another symposium to tempt you this summer
is TURNING 2000 hosted by our sister AAW
Chapter in Prince Albert, Saskatchewan on
July 28-30. The five featured demonstrators are
Frank Sudol, Bonnie Klein, Bruce Bell, Clay
Foster, and David Ellsworth. The deadline for
registration is May 30 and the cost is $175
(Canadian!) for the three days. Attendance is
limited to 60. I have 3 registration forms and
will bring them to the February meeting. For
further information contact Doug Corrigal or
Debbi Gola at (306)-763-2135.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Dave Burrus – Laburnum candle stick (11.5” tall)
Neno Catania – Spalted maple vessel (9” tall)
Art Liestman – Grafted cherry bowl (8.25” dia.)
John Bese – Walnut salad bowl (16” dia.)
John Bese – Maple platter (13.5” dia.)

The GVWG’s contribution to the world’s
wooden egg population represented a wide
assortment of grades, form, species (quails to
geese to ostrich – real and otherwise!), and
camouflage patterns. Thanks to the following
participants: Fred Baldwin, Marco Berera (who
also donated the real ostrich egg for
comparison), Don Bishop, Bruce Campbell, Les
Crossley, Bob Dechaux, Colin Delory, Andrew
Forsyth, Phil Laliberte (with a neat soapstone
egg, too), Art Liestman and Larry Stevenson.

February’s President’s Challenge - Eggs

January’s Instant Gallery
Amie Hillaby & John Flanagan (photos)
This month’s instant gallery featured a number
of unusual woods, unusual finished products,
some early turnings by members, and interesting
techniques. Thanks to Art Liestman, Colin
Delory, Neno Catania, Bruce Campbell, Sandy
Dougal, Dave Burrus, John Bese, Ryan
Austman, Ludger Paus, Marco Berera and Fred
Baldwin for your participation.

“Eggs are one of the most difficult objects to turn,
if the result is to be smooth of curve and looking
as though it was laid without some unfortunate
bird suffering severe internal injuries.”
− Richard Raffan, Turning Projects
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3 . Outboard on the headstock, which is a
modification of 2 above.

6

There are many variations on a theme as well.
For instance, you might run the tailstock into a
large chuck mounted bowl blank while you
rough it just to add some stability. Other
methods of mounting include:

7

8

♦ spur center, 2 or 4 spurs – use a revolving
tailstock center if possible
♦ pin chuck – a nice variation on a spur center
that has a spring-mounted pin in the center
of a ring of teeth.

9
Ryan Austman – Oak & mahogany drum (18” tall)
Sandy Dougal – Walnut bowl, with carving (10”)
Ludger Paus – Amboyna burl bowl (10” dia.)
Fred Baldwin – Monkey pod bowl (14” tall)

♦ face plate – the stock is glued, taped or
screwed to a heavy plate that threads on the
headstock

To those of you who have yet to buck up the
courage to join in the fun, please make sure that
you bring an item for February’s gallery or
President’s challenge – a pair of something
(interpret as you will). Good luck turning!

♦ screw chuck – a special screw that screws
into a hole in your blank

6.
7.
8.
9.

♦ a mandrel to slip the work over or a hole to
slide the work into (like a morse taper)

♦ collet chuck (e.g. Nova, Oneway, Multistar)
♦ engineers 3 jaw chuck

Focus on Fundamentals –
Mounting Systems for Woodturning

♦ vacuum chuck – as the name implies, uses
vacuum suction to hold the work

Don Hoskins

♦ cup centers

The main purpose of mounting material for
turning is to hold it securely so that it can be
worked on with a tool. Material can be mounted
on a lathe in the following three basic ways:

♦ jacobs chuck
♦ ring chuck
Many of the systems listed above are used as
reverse chucks for finishing the bottoms of
bowls.

1. Between centers. It is customary to mount
spindles this way. The grain may be parallel
to the bed of the late, at right angles to it, or
any other way one wishes. Dave Ellsworth
and Jack Straka mount chunks of wood and
turn to somewhat round, then they will move
the wood between centers as they “listen to
the wood”.

The AAW “American Woodturner” magazine
has many examples of chucks. The U.K.
publication “The Woodturner” has an excellent
series on wooden chucks, in five articles,
starting in Vol. 3 Issue 2 April 9-June 3, 1999.
Many of the books on woodturning have details
on wooden chucks that are used for specific
applications.

2. Inboard on the headstock (e.g. bowls). The
tailstock is not engaged. For some actions,
the wood may be mounted on the tailstock,
but this is beyond fundamentals.
Page 3
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involve as many members of our group as
possible. Please get involved.

Collaborative Challenge Report
Bruce Campbell, Coordinator
The Design team unveiled the final design of
our project, code-named The Fast Ferry Project.
We have divided the work into the following
sub-projects:

Of course the Fast Ferry Project remains on
time, under budget, and will bring great wealth
to the whole province. ☺

♦ Hull and Fuel Tank – Marco Berera and
John Bese. As this part of the project is
quite specialized, Marco and John will
complete it.

Robert Prinse

Upcoming Woodworking Show
Last year I organized a show for 20
woodworkers from all corners of B.C., held at
the Pendulum Gallery in the atrium of the Bank
of Hong Kong building on West Georgia.
Forest Renewal B.C. helped to fund last year’s
show and has verbally agreed to fund another
show this year. The show will likely be held in
August and will run for up to four weeks.

♦ Engine – Larry Stevenson. This is the
power plant for the project and has over 100
intricate parts. Larry’s amazing prototype
has proven that this is actually do-able
(thanks Larry)! See Larry to get involved in
this fascinating part of the job. Medium to
good turning skills required.

Unfortunately, last year 2 small turned items
were stolen, so I won't be promising space for
turners yet. The building has 24-hour access,
with high traffic during the day. I am looking to
find some plastic covers to display small items
while keeping them secure. If anyone knows of
any for rent (cheap!) let me know. I will keep
you posted of show dates and information.

♦ Sea Cocks – Bruce Campbell and Andy
Forrest. The design is complete and there
are 10 lots of 5 units each that need building.
Talk to Bruce or Andy for details. Basic to
medium turning skills required.
♦ Whistles and Flues – Art Liestman. Again,
10 lots of 5 units each need to be made.
Basic to medium turning skills required with
some nice handwork to finish.

February 23, 2000
Annual General Meeting
Vote for your executive for 2000!
The executive positions we’re voting for
are President, Vice-President, Secretary,
Treasurer and Member at Large.

♦ Steering and Linkage – Phil Laliberte.
Again 10 lots of 5 units are required here
along with a very beautiful and interesting
superstructure. Basic to medium turning
skills required with one part needing good
skills.

Identification of Woods

Be sure to attend the Focus on Fundamental
sessions for the next two meetings (starts at
6:30). Each leader will demonstrate how to
make units in their area (a veritable 4-ring
circus). Then plan to sign up for one or more
parcels of work. You can even do a parcel from
more than one sub-project.

Presented by Derek Luder, Windsor Plywood
There is truly a vast array of woods available for
us to choose from as woodworkers, and to make
it even more confusing, each wood can have
many different names or identities. How can we
be sure that piece of wood really is mahogany?
And what is mahogany anyway – apparently
there are only two true mahoganies, even though
there are around 60 trees that fall under the

Remember the goal of this Challenge is not only
to create a truly world class project but also to
Page 4
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to lick a piece of wood just to figure out what it
is!

mahogany classification. Derek walked us
through a number of wood identification tips
and techniques that can help us navigate to the
right choice of wood for the job.

If you’re really stuck on what a piece of wood
is, you should probably next work on its
physical properties. Density or weight can be
dead give-aways, but other more obscure
properties are important, too, such as impact
strength, tensile strength, compressibility, etc.
Woods can even be identified from their
charcoal (i.e., after they’ve been burned, are
they white, grey, black or some other colour?
Remember to only do this on test pieces as it’s
rather difficult to turn a piece of charcoal!).
Wood’s workability can also help in
identification, such as the wood’s acceptance of
planing, scraping, boring and turning.

The most important tool in wood identification
is not colour, as one might assume. Colour is
often misleading as it changes with exposure to
air, sunlight or UV rays, heat, or just as the
wood ages. For example, padauk is a gorgeous
brilliant orange when it is first cut, but it
deepens to a fairly unremarkable mid-tone
brown over time. Purpleheart is not purple
when first cut, and can age to a very dark brown
or black. Most woods, unfortunately even the
most exotically coloured woods, tend to get
browner with age. Another problem with
relying on colour for identification is that
commercially available wood is sometimes
altered to have a more uniform appearance and
colour than it would have naturally, which may
confound your efforts at identification.

Overall, the most important aspect to remember
about identifying woods is not to jump to
conclusions. Try to look at a number of
characteristics of the wood before you make
your final decision. A couple of good books
that Derek recommended are World Woods in
Color by William A. Lincoln (1986, Linden
Publishing Co. Inc.) and A Guide to Useful
Woods of the World, edited by James A.
Flynn, Jr. (King Philip Publishing).

The first tool for wood classification is usually
the grain or figure of the wood, which is often
typical within families or groups of woods, such
as the medullary rays found in oaks. Grain can
be quite distinctive and lead to immediate
recognition, like highly figured maple. Try to
look at both flatsawn and quartersawn examples
of the wood to get a better feel for the grain
structure. Grain structure can also have regional
characteristics. Sometimes you can tell a wood
that comes from Africa versus one that comes
from Asia, just by looking at the grain.

Of course, our friends at Windsor Plywood are
always generous in their assistance when it
comes to this area, so don’t forget to ask for
help! Thanks Derek, for your insights and
knowledge.

Upcoming Events

The next identification step, often overlooked as
we are such a visually oriented society, is smell.
Many woods are distinctive in their smell,
especially as they are being cut, such as
verawood and many of the rosewoods (handy
when there are anywhere around 200 proper
rosewoods to identify, including blackwood,
cocobolo and tulipwood!). Some people even
use taste to “refine” this tool, as taste is closely
linked to smell, but most of us don’t really want

Fred Baldwin – Educational Coordinator
Guest presenters for upcoming meetings are as
follows:
February 23 – Kathy Somerville of Lee Valley
will do a demonstration on pen turning. Kathy is
one of the premier pen turners in the lower
mainland and has great tips.
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also comes with a very readable user guide to
help you get started.

March 22 – Segmented
Bowls. Colin Delory will
show us the techniques he
uses to make a segmented
bowl.

The “meat” of the tool is the reference page for
each wood. Below is the page for our local
Bigleaf Maple:

Colin Delory
Walnut & holly
segmented vase (8.5” tall)

Overview of
Properties
Weight:
5

April 26 – Bob ‘The Tool Man’ Gadd of KMS
Tools will discuss some of the latest tools and
products available for wood turners as well as
answer any questions you have about tools.
May 24 – Bill Smith of the Northwest
Washington Woodturners will be giving a
demonstration on goblet turning (with a barley
twist).
June 28 – Steve Hanson will be discussing and
showing us his techniques for hollow bowl
turning.

Compression:
Strength:

5
3

Stiffness:

5

Hardness:

2

Shock
resistance:
Price:

3
1

Woodworking
Properties (%)
Planing:
54

That’s all so far. For future meetings if you have
any suggestions please give me a call 224-5780
or email me at fbaldwin@direct.ca.

Software Review: WOODPRO
A Software Program For Wood Properties
Bruce Campbell
Woodworkers know that “old” does not mean
“bad” but computer folks have not learned that
lesson yet. WOODPRO is an example that
proves the point. This excellent reference
program, written by Alicia Inocencio (© 1994 1995) only runs in a DOS window with a
character-based user interface (no mousing
allowed here). Despite this, WOODPRO
remains the best online source of information
that I have found for working properties of
wood.

Shaping:

56

Turning:

80

Boring:

100

Mortising:
Sanding:
Steaming:
Nailing:
Screwing:

80
35
50
20
40

Engineering Properties
Specific
gravity:
Weight:
Stiffness
rating:
Shock resist
rating:
Modulus of
rupture:
Modulus of
elasticity:
Work to
maximum
load:
Impact
bending:
Compression
(parallel):
Compression
(perp):
Shearing
strength:
Tensile
strength:
Side
hardness:
Shrinkage:
Cost:

0.48 ~15%

Color:

Lt-Dk Brown

36 lb/ft3 ~15%
124 ~38%
97 ~41%
10700 psi ~16%
1.45 Mpsi ~22%
7.80 in-lb/in3
~34%
28 in ~25%
5950 psi ~22%
750 psi ~28%
1730 psi ~14%
540 psi ~25%
850 lbs ~20%
128
$2.00/board foot

Overall properties are on a scale of 1-10 where
1 is “much less” and 10 is “much more” and 2-9
are a continuous scale. So, a wood with
hardness = 4 is twice as hard as another with
hardness = 2, while hardness = 10 means “much
harder” than other woods (but not how much
harder).

WOODPRO comes with about 300 woods and
allows you to select one or more of them by
name or by a number of physical properties. It

The woodworking properties are a good
reference to study for a wood you have not used
before. It gives you a feel for how it will
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perform. A large number of samples of the
wood were subjected to the same task and the
percentage reflects how many of the tasks were
successful. In the example above it reports that
100% of the boring tasks on Bigleaf Maple were
successful while only 20% of the nailing tasks
worked (presumably without splitting).

For more information on the WoodWorks
Gallery please contact:
Greg Wheeler
1723 Grant Street, Vancouver, BC
Tel: (604) 253-1764
Fax (604) 874-3744
E-mail gregorywheeler@home.com

Finally, the engineering properties of the wood
are reported. Most of us have little idea of what
these mean (e.g., modulus of rupture??) but
some are like weight (actually density) and
shrinkage are useful.

THANKS!
Special thanks to the following for donations,
expertise and help:
KMS Tools (Coquitlam) 522-5599
Mount Cheam Woodworking
(Chilliwack) 795-9297
Neufeld Brothers Hardwoods
(Chilliwack) 795-7886
Shadow Wood Too (Kerf’s Wood Cream)
(Bellingham) (360) 738-3369

I encourage you to have a look at WOODPRO.
If you have a computer that runs Windows it
can run a DOS window just fine. Or, if you are
like me and still have a DOS-based machine, it
works even better. Contact me for a copy of
WOODPRO and I will also try to put it on our
excellent Web Page.
CLASSIFIEDS
New Gallery opening: Opening in March
2000, the WoodWorks Gallery will feature a
wide assortment of wood products. Our
intention is to work with producers throughout
the province to present as diverse a range of
high quality value-added wood products as
possible.
As with traditional galleries, the WoodWorks
Gallery operates on a consignment basis, with a
35% commission to the WoodWorks Gallery.
In our case the artist/producer determines the
retail price. Our role is to provide the gallery
and retail space, promotion and advertising and
to act as a point of sale contact on behalf of the
producer/artist. On a regular basis we will host
openings for individual artists. These openings
will be promoted to the public and the media.

February, 2000

GVWG Officers, Appointees, and Volunteers
President – Art Liestman (939-3843)
Vice President – John Bese (581-8807)
Secretary – Dave Martin (521-8327)
Treasurer – Don Hoskins (939-6808)
Member at Large – Ted Fromson
(876-0267)
Focus on Fundamentals Coordinator
Bruce Campbell (469-0221)
Education Coordinator – Fred Baldwin
(224-5788)
Librarian – Dave Armatage (936-0705)
Raffler – Phil Laliberte (936-2995)
Instant Gallery Manager – Neno Catania
(291-7898)
Food Chief – Rich Schmid (852-2810)
Digital Photo Guy – John Flanagan (939-0942)
Newsletter Editor – Amie Hillaby (469-0221)
Website Committee – Bob Dechaux (594-8037)
Collaborative Challenge Coordinator –
Bruce Campbell (469-0221)

Visit our new website:
http://members.xoom.com/gvwg1/homepage.htm
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